Enabling fleet electrification
through policy revisions
A special roundtable of the ZEUF Network
12 July, 15:00-16:30 CEST
Meeting venue to be updated
Background

About the session

The recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic presents a
moment for reflecting on how transport can change to
support sustainable, healthy, livable and resilient cities.
With congestion across European cities returning to prepandemic levels, its imperative behavioural changes
towards shared and zero emission mobility are activated in
order to meet 2030 targets and lower transport emissions.
In order to do so, consumer and industry changes must be
enabled through ‘clean’ and just regulation.

What: ZEUF Network policy roundtable to exchange on
regulations needed to enable sustainable mobility.
Stakeholders will discuss challenges and opportunities for
the uptake of zero emission urban fleets in Europe.

Governments across the world are modernizing mobility
regulations through Green Deal, infrastructure, and related
policies. Industry in Europe and ZETA in the US, are
supporting these efforts. Upcoming EU and national
policies must unlock low-carbon mobility based on best
practices from Member States.
By enabling shared and electric mobility – particularly
through the electrification of urban fleets, we can mitigate
over 70% of mobility-related urban CO2 emissions, remove
50% of city air pollution, and electrify rides for everyone making the electrification transition more effective and
equitable.
Policy which would accelerate the electrification of fleets
include ensuring:
– Support for ICE to EV transition for fleet operators,
particularly high-kilometre drivers who operate
their own vehicles
– Charging infrastructure is accessible, convenient
and sustainable for fleet operators and private
vehicle owners alike
– Increased passenger kilometre KPI (…minimizing
deadheading, increasing occupancy) in
conjunction with access regulation (zero emission
areas)

Who: EU policymakers and ZEUF Network civil society and
industry members (stakeholders representing taxi/ridehailing, OEMs, charging companies)
Goal: This roundtable is designed to allow thoughtful
review and discussion of upcoming EU mobility policies,
which will be released on 14 July. Roundtable participants
will formulate concrete proposals for EV enabling policies
and industry actions

Meeting Agenda
Welcome and
opening

− Welcome from the ZEUF Network 5min
− Opening remarks from Aurelien
10min
Pozzana, Move EU

EU policy

− Matthew Baldwin, European
Commission (invited)

10min

Stakeholder Interventions
25min
perspectives
− SME Europe (invited)
− wirfahren (invited)
− ITF (invited)
− Marie-France van der Valk,
Groupe Renault (invited)
− Sarah Badoux, Voi (invited)
− Chargeup Europe (invited)
− Ecommerce Europe (invited)
− Philippe Vangeel, AVERE (invited)
35min
Panel discussion and Q&A
− Moderated by Karen Vancluysen,
Polis (invited)
Closing

− ZEUF Network

5min

About the ZEUF Network

The race against decarbonization calls for a synced, yet,
focused effort on fleets. Launched in February 2020, the
Zero Emissions Urban Fleets (ZEUF) is a network of
stakeholders for accelerating urban fleets electrification,
targeting 100% by 2030. Initiated by the World Economic
Forum’s Global New Mobility Coalition in partnership with
Uber, T&E, Polis, Free Now, LeasePlan, Door2Door, Lime,
Blot, Voi, AEDIVE, EuroCities, The Climate Group, Race to
Zero, Renault, Sixt, DHL and others, ZEUF is an open
network that convenes periodically to facilitate informal
know-how exchange and efforts coordination.
ZEUF initiators will further work to increase awareness
about fleet electrification benefits, curate instrumental cityfocused partnerships, and advance transition pathways.
As part of these efforts, ZEUF initiators and city coalitions
(GNMC, T&E, Polis, EuroCities, UITP) plan to co-host city
discussions throughout the year and invite the network to
join. In the pipeline: Lisbon (occurred), Madrid (occurred),
Paris (occurred), Berlin (occurred), Athens, Berlin, Brussels,
Budapest, Hamburg, Gothenburg... and more.

Contact
Mary Loane | Mary.Loane@weforum.org
Maya Ben Dror | Maya.BenDror@weforum.org
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